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This unique program is designed to help you overcome overcome your core issues so 
you can feel more confident in your voice.  Be kind to yourself as you go through this 
amazing process! You are certainly worth the time and energy!  You can use this 
alongside other vocal training methods, because it’s more about “how” you are singing, 
than “what” you are singing. In other words, this product is going to teach you how to 
have a positive experience when you use your voice. 

My Recommendations on how to use this product”

1. Read/listen to BREATHE INTO YOUR POWER
2. Review the reference guides and 28 day chart
3. Watch bonus video(s)
4. Use the CORE BREATHING Exercises as your morning CONNECTING in Quiet 
Confidence time and before you go to bed, or as needed throughout the day. I 
suggest you start with Grounding, then Centering, then the Magnetic Power.  Read all 
instruction guides/Read Me files within the product to understand use. 

5.  Your next step is to get MIND-SOUL VOICE Bundle and learn how to overcome any 
core issues that might be stopping you from having an empowered voice. If you feel 
you’re already empowered and you just want a structured warm up and polishing, 
then get the CORE Vocal Power Bundle. 

 Write me at info@dottodman.com, and let me know if you have any questions, and/or 
how you enjoyed your experience!
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